MARK'S LOVEBUG

1st Dam

By SAGEBRUSH p,2,1:53 (Illinois Eligible) by Western Hanover p,3,1:57; 1:53 ($646,967) by Western Hanover p,4,1:53

2nd Dam

JANET LOBELL

By SAGEBRUSH STAR

ROSES FOR EMMA

Dee Dee Dune (m, Duneside Perch). Now 2.

Flashy Dune

STROKER ACE

TOM'S TORPEDO

FEMALE EXECUTIVE

EXQUISITE SUMMER

YOUMADEMELOVEYOU

WYNFIELD BOB

CC'S SMOKEMSTEWART

TYLER'S SWEETHEART

JACQLEEN LOBELL

JANIE JANE

JEFFERSON LOBELL

JEMMS LOBELL

Jobeth Lobell (m, General Star). Dam of

Pretty Bird (m, Falcon Almahurst). Dam of the Stakes winners

RETRIEVAL PLAN p,3,1:53 ($111,543), VERTICAL LIMIT p,4,1:54.2 and DEFERRED COMP p,2,1:59.3.

ENGAGEMENTS

Illinois Conceived & Foaled - Downstate Classic

Consigned by Fairier's Acres, Arcola, IL, Agent for Fair Meadow Farm

165

SAGEBRUSH STAR

(BAY COLT; Foaled May 26, 2013; Brand 1L006)

SAGEBRUSH p,1:49, ....................................

Western Hanover p,1:53.4 ..................................

No Nukes p,3,1:52.1

Wendymae Hanover p,4,1:57

Abercrombie p,4,1:53

Tyler's Mark p,3,1:51.3 (g, Alberta Albert) ($418,186) 27 wins. A1.3, winner NJSF and leg Clara Barton Series; third in NJSS and leg of Clara Barton Series. At 4, 34 (7-8-6) with seasonal earnings of $83,930; second in leg Night Styles Series and leg Jersey Girls Series; third in 2 legs Night Styles Series, leg 1 leg Night Styles Series, leg Jersey Girls Series and an Open; race timed 1:52.2. At 6, 31 (7-3-4) with seasonal earnings of $114,570 and winner 2 Opens at The Meadowlands; race timed 1:51. At 7, seasonal earnings of $105,720; winner final Overbid Series and Opens at Dover Downs (twice) and The Meadowlands; second in leg Cape & Cutter Series and an Open; third in leg Overbid Series. At 8, third in leg Cape & Cutter Series. Dam of RODERIQUE p,3,1:52.4 ($460,095), ALLISON'S SHARK p,4,1:54.4f, PUFF p,4,1:52.2 ($147,333). ROSES FOR MOLLY p,3,1:51.3f, and BETTE BLUE CHIP p,3,1:53.4 ($86,484), all her foals. Granddam of WAMBAM SAM p,1:50.1f ($450,600), etc.

WYNFIELD BOB p,3,1:53.11, 1:52.3f (g, Wynfield Mark) ($347,609). 36 wins. At 2, race timed 2:08h. At 3, winner MDSF and 2 MDFS; second in MGSF and MDFS at Rosecroft; third in MDSF at Rosecroft; race timed 1:52.2. At 4, winner 3 FM Opens and FM Jr. Open; second in 2 FM Opens; third in 2 FM Opens, all at Rosecroft. Dam of 7 of racing age including a 2- and 3-year-old, 5 raced, this her first by SAGEBRUSH Star. Dam of:

BADLAND'S WOMAN p,4,1:55.4, (m, Oil Burner) ($50,374). 13 wins. At 3, winner NJSS at Freehold; second in NJSS and NJSS Final. Race timed 1:56.2. Dam of:

Badlandsue p,4,1:55.4, (g, Arturo) ($10,348). 4 wins.

Villageshark p,4,1:58.3h ($1,146,963), etc.

CC'S SMOKEWINTER p,2,1:59.2h, 1:58.1f (g, Arturo) ($10,348). 4 wins.

WALKOWOMAN p,3,1:59.3f (m, Tyler's Mark). At 2, race timed 2:00.4f. Dam of BADLAND'S WOMAN p,4,1:56.2h ($121,712), etc.

JIMMY AND ME p,2,2:02.2h; 3,1:59.3f; 4,1:55.1f (g, Arturo) ($10,348). 4 wins.

BADLAND'SUE p,3,1:58.3h, etc.

JAMMIN JENNA p,3,1:58.3, etc.

RETIREMENT PLAN p,3,1:58.3h, etc.

FOUR ONE ONE p,3,2:00.4h and 2 NJSS; third in Peter Haughton Memorial (elim.), Garden State S. and NJSS Final. At 3, winner NJSF; second in New Jersey Futurity; third in NJSF and New Jersey Classic (elim.).

JACOLEEN LOBEL p,2,1:57.2 (g, No Nukes) ($59,038). 5 wins. At 2. winner 2 NJSF and Breeders Filly S.; second and third in NJSF. At 3, second in NJSF Cons. Dam of JAMMIN JENNA p,3,1:53.4 ($106,663). LADY VELVET p,4,1:58.3h and JANUARY ICE p,2,1:59.2. Granddam of SEVENTEENSEVENTY p,3,1:56.1h ($159,707), FOUR ONE ONE p,3,1:53, etc.


Jobeth Lobell (m, General Star). Dam of JOBETH'S PICK p,4,1:55. JOBETH WICK p,3,1:58.3h, etc.

Pretty Bird (m, Falcon Almahurst). Dam of the Stakes winners RETIREMENT PLAN p,3,1:53 ($111,543), VERTICAL LIMIT p,4,1:54.2 and DEFERRED COMP p,2,1:59.3.

By SAGEBRUSH p,2,1:56.2; 3,1:53; 1:49 ($646,967) by Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4. Sire of 42 foals of racing age, 22 in 200; 16 in 1:56 including Two-Year-Old Filly of the Year SLEAZY DOES IT (m) p,3,1:51.4, NJ'S BIG DEAL p,4,1:50.1, ZAMBRANO p,4,1:50.3, HOSTESS LISA (M) p,4,1:51f, DEE DEE SAGE (M) p,4,1:52, etc.